Sewing Machines for this class are provided by Viking and OC Sewing Center.
Due to safety concerns and contractual obligations, you are NOT permitted to
use any machine other than the machines provided by Viking.
The following supply list may state that you need to bring your own sewing
machine. THIS IS NOT CORRECT. Please do not bring your own sewing
machine to this class.

PLEASE CONTINUE TO PAGE 2 FOR THE INSTRUCTOR’S SUPPLY LIST.

Many Nested Curves Workshop
This workshop starts with the basics of curved
piecing. We’ll talk about the geometry of a precise
quarter circle square and develop best practices for cutting, basting, sewing, and pressing our
curves. The first part of class will also cover how to use the templates to create basic quarter
circle square blocks that finish in a quilt with curves that have radii of 2”, 3”, 4”, 5”, 6”, and 7”.
TOOLS: Sewing machine, thread, pins, rotary cutter, mat, and iron. A glue stick is mandatory.
The Sewline glue pen style is recommended (smaller diameter of the glue than a regular, schoolstyle glue stick).
FABRIC: Half a yard each of four contrasting fabrics. Fabrics that look similar to each other (for
example, four kinds of dark blues) will not read well in the finished quilt. But, the sample quilt
uses a variety of prints and solids in each colorway (for example, there are a half dozen pinks
in the pink “area” of the quilt.) The first blocks made in class might require improvement so
practice material is suggested before using material for a finished project.
Quilting cotton or linen blends are recommended. Thinner fabrics like lawns or voiles will be
difficult to manage in these curved seams.
TEMPLATES: The 12 piece template set and two instructional booklets come with the workshop
kit.
Email daisy@warmfolk.com with any questions about the workshop or fabric requirements!

